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• The official start and end of the Renaissance depends 
on the area of Europe and factors that one considers 
important; however, it is usually considered to last 
from the 14th-17th centuries (1300s-1600s). 


• Scholars believe the demise of the Renaissance was 
the result of several compounding factors. 


• By the end of the 15th century, numerous wars had 
plagued the Italian peninsula. Spanish, French and 
German invaders battling for Italian territories 
caused disruption and instability in the region.

REVIEW: “END" OF RENAISSANCE
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• The introduction of the scientific method transformed  
society by using science and reason rather than political  
or religious dogma to explain natural phenomena.

THE AGE OF ENLIGHTENMENT

1700s-1800s

•The introduction of the scientific method 
transformed society by using science and 
reason rather than political or religious dogma 
to explain natural phenomena. 

“European politics, philosophy, science and 
communications were radically reoriented during the 
course of the “long 18th century” (1685-1815) as part  
of a movement referred to by its participants as  
the Age of Reason, or simply The Enlightenment…"

THE AGE OF REASON / THE ENLIGHTENMENT

1700s-1800s

http://www.history.com/topics/enlightenment

• “…Enlightenment thinkers in Britain, in France and 
throughout Europe questioned traditional authority and 
embraced the notion that humanity could be improved 
through rational change.  

• The Enlightenment produced numerous books,  
essays, inventions, scientific discoveries, laws, wars  
and revolutions.


•  The American and French Revolutions were  
directly inspired by Enlightenment ideals and  
respectively marked the peak of its influence and  
the beginning of its decline. 
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• Lived: 1638-1718, King: 1643-1680s - “The Sun King”


• “Divine Right of Kings” - advocates the divine origins of 
monarchical rule. 


• Became King in 1643. Began reforming France in 1661.


• Summarized: Wanted to

LOUIS XIV  (Louis the 14th)



• Lived: 1638-1718, King: 1643-1680s - “The Sun King”


• Louis XIV tried to take power away from the nobility  
and eliminate the remnants of feudalism persisting  
in parts of France. 
= Wanted to take away power of nobility, but ended up 
with an all-powerful monarchy.


• By these means he became one of the most powerful  
French monarchs and consolidated a system of absolute 
monarchical rule in France that endured… 
                                           until the French Revolution.

LOUIS XIV  (Louis the 14th) LOUIS XIV  (Louis the 14th)

• Lived: 1638-1718, King: 1643-1680s - “The Sun King”


• “Aggressive Foreign Policy” (summarized):

• 1667-1668: Invaded the Spanish Netherlands


• 1672–1678: Franco-Dutch War


• 1685: Reversed the Edict of Nantes


• 1688: The Nine Years’ War 


• A war between France and (everybody else) >>

• The Grand Alliance (League of Augsburg) = 

England, Dutch Republic, and Holy Roman Emperor 
Leopold, on behalf of the Archduchy of Austria,  
plus later additions of Spain and Savoy

LOUIS XIV  (Louis the 14th)

• Edict of Nantes: 
Signed in April 1598 by King Henry IV of France

• Granted the Calvinist Protestants of France (also known 

as Huguenots) substantial rights in the nation - 
which was still considered essentially Catholic at the time. 
Henry aimed primarily to promote civil unity.


• This marked the end of the religious wars that had 
afflicted France during the second half of the 16th century.


• Edict of Fontainebleu: 
Signed by (the very Catholic) King Louis XIV  
• Revoked the Edict of Nantes: created an exodus of 

Protestants and increased the hostility of Protestant 
nations bordering France.

• Lived: 1638-1718, King: 1643-1680s - “The Sun King”


• “Aggressive Foreign Policy” (summarized):

• 1667-1668: Invaded the Spanish Netherlands


• 1672–1678: Franco-Dutch War


• 1685: Reversed the Edict of Nantes


• 1688: The Nine Years’ War  

• A war between France and  
(everybody else) >>The Grand Alliance (League of 
Augsburg) = England, Dutch Republic, and Holy Roman 
Emperor Leopold, on behalf of the Archduchy of Austria,  
plus later additions of Spain and Savoy

LOUIS XIV  (Louis the 14th)

• By the 1680s, Louis XIV had generated public hostility


• Wealthy were “unaware” of the poverty-stricken masses

LOUIS XIV  (Louis the 14th)

• Lived: 1638-1718, King: 1643-1680s - “The Sun King”


• The Arts and the Royal Court 

• Surrounded himself with some of the greatest artistic and 
intellectual figures of his time, including the playwrights, 
painters, and composers.  


• Appointed himself patron of the Académie Française, the 
body that regulates the French language, and established 
various institutes for the arts and sciences. 


• Built several lavish châteaux that depleted the nation’s 
financial reserves = accusations of extravagance.


• 1682 - moved the royal Court to the Palace of Versailles, 
the defining symbol of his power and influence in Europe. 

LOUIS XIV  (Louis the 14th)

• King Louis XIV had a strong interest in printing 

• Ordered a committee of scholars to develop a new type 
for the royal printing office.


• 1692:  
New letters were designed by scientific principles: 

LOUIS XIV  (Louis the 14th)

• King Louis XIV had a strong interest in printing 

• Ordered a committee of scholars to develop a new type 
for the royal printing office.


• 1692:  
New letters were designed by scientific principles: 

Romain du Roi (King’s Roman)

LOUIS XIV  (Louis the 14th)



Louis Simonneau, Romain du Roi, 1695

Copperplate engravings to establish graphic standards for new typeface. Louis Simonneau, Romain du Roi, 1695

• Could only be used by 
king’s office for exclusive 
use of the royal printer


• CAPITAL OFFENSE  
to disobey!

ROMAIN DU ROI • 1695

• Designs by the Academy of Sciences 


• Ignored calligraphic models in favor of  
analytical and mathematical principles 
^^ Characteristic of France during the “Age of Reason” 

• Then to Louis Simonneau - Engraver of large copper plates


• Then to Philippe Grandiean - Punchcutter (letters cut)


• 21 different sizes of roman and italic letters in 82 complete fonts  
(of the typeface). The set was finished in 1745.
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^^ Characteristic of France during the “Age of Reason” 

• Then to Louis Simonneau - Engraver of large copper plates


• Then to Philippe Grandiean - Punchcutter (letters cut)


• 21 different sizes of roman and italic letters in 82 complete fonts  
(of the typeface). The set was finished in 1745.

ROMAIN DU ROI • 1695

• Had fewer calligraphic properties 
inspired by chisel and flat pen


• Increased contrast between  
thick and thin


• Sharp horizontal serifs 

• Even balance to letterform


• First important shift from  
Venetian tradition of “Old Style”  
serif type to “Transitional”


• Not the first time we see  
rationalism via science, and  
math to evaluate a typeface.  
Tory and Dürer had done this.* 
 
*Plus others, but these two of whom we have studied thus far
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• The Arts and the Royal Court 

• Surrounded himself with some of the greatest artistic and 
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body that regulates the French language, and established 
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Palace of Versailles, France

2008

Hall of Mirrors, 

Palace of Versailles, France


2008

Queen’s Bedroom, Palace of Versailles, France, 2008
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FOURNIER LE JEUNE (1712-68)

https://www.fonts.com/content/learning/fontology/level-1/type-families/about-typeface-families

• Initiated idea of a type family that are visually 
compatible and can be mixed*: 
Roman, Italic, Script, Decorative, Ornaments


• Not the same as Type Families per style, like Old Style vs. Modern, etc.

• Initiated idea of a type family that are visually 
compatible and can be mixed*: 
Roman, Italic, Script, Decorative, Ornaments


• Not the same as Type Families per style, like Old Style vs. Modern, etc.

FOURNIER LE JEUNE (1712-68)

Times New Roman

Stanley Morison

1929

Pierre Simon Fournier le Jeune,  
pages from Manuel Typographique, 1764 and 1768

• He created beautiful and useful type, but also  
created a standardized measuring system that 
would revolutionize the typography industry forever. 


• He began creating his system in 1737 and then 
worked to revise it over several more decades.

FOURNIER LE JEUNE (1712-68)

1. He started by using a French unit of measurement 
called the pouce and dividing it into 12 lines. 


2. He then divided each line into 6 points. 


3. He then used his existing typestyles to measure and 
compare each font. 


4. He was then able to standardize all fonts according 
to the Point* system.  
 
                                            *Not quite the Point  
                                             system we use today.

FOURNIER LE JEUNE (1712-68)



• First, he decided to begin creating his punches to a 
scale of 6 ciceros or 72 points to the Paris inch, 
instead of the then-standard height-to-paper method.  
 
 
 
 

• This point is smaller than the subsequent Didot point 
established by François-Ambroise Didot 38 years 
later, as Fournier used the Paris foot (0.298 m) and 
Didot used the royal foot (pied du roi, 0.325 m). 

FOURNIER LE JEUNE (1712-68)

• Don’t be confused by the previous slides.  
 
 
Just remember: 
 
 
 
 
 

• You’ll learn about Didot at the end of this lecture.  
And still slight adjustments were made with technology.

FOURNIER LE JEUNE (1712-68)

Fournier Le Jeune started it.  
Didot finished it. 

• Romain du Roi was based on Enlightenment ideals* 
*Ideals such as liberty, progress, toleration, fraternity, 
constitutional government and separation of church and state.


• Though ordered by the King 

• Fournier Le Jeune’s work of organizing and  
mainstreaming measures and terminology was  
in line with the Age of Enlightenment*


• But his type and page designs fell more in line  
with Rococo** aesthetics 
**Class: What are Rococo aesthetics and this paradox?
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• Louis XV > Ruled 1715-74 
(5 years old when took the throne)


• Louis XVI > Ruled 1774-92


• In 1770 he married Austrian archduchess Marie-Antoinette, 
the daughter of Maria Theresa and Holy Roman Emperor 
Francis I (House of Hapsburg). 


• After a slew of governing missteps, Louis XVI brought the 
French Revolution crashing down upon himself. 


• Louis was guillotined, followed by Marie-Antoinette nine 
months later.


• Louis XVI was the last Bourbon king of France  
(executed in 1793 for treason). 

LOUIS XV (15th)   |   LOUIS XVI (16th)



• Louis XV > Ruled 1715-74 
(5 years old when took the throne)


• Louis XVI > Ruled 1774-92


• In 1770 he married Austrian archduchess Marie-Antoinette, 
the daughter of Maria Theresa and Holy Roman Emperor 
Francis I (House of Hapsburg). 


• After a slew of governing missteps, Louis XVI brought the 
French Revolution crashing down upon himself. 


• Louis was guillotined, followed by Marie-Antoinette nine 
months later.


• Louis XVI was the last Bourbon king of France  
(executed in 1793 for treason). 

LOUIS XV (15th)   |   LOUIS XVI (16th) Wealthy (still) “unaware” of poverty-stricken masses

• France, c. 1720-1770


• Extravagance. Luxury. Grandeur. 


• Ornament composed of S- and C- curves


• With scrollwork, tracery, and plant forms derived 
from nature, classical, and medieval sources.


• Light pastels often used with ivory white and gold 
in asymmetrically balanced designs. 


• Lavish Expression

Rococo (late Baroque)

Fragonard, The Swing, 1767, Rococo George Bickham, “A Poem, on the Universal Penman”, c. 1740

George Bickham, “A Poem, on the Universal Penman”, c. 1740

• Engraved his self-portrait above verses 
bragging about his writing skills 


• Serifs and thin strokes of letterforms 
reduced to delicate scratch of 
engraver’s finest tool imitated by 
typographic designers


• S and C curves with scrollwork;  
Plant forms derived from nature,  
classical, oriental art, some medieval


• As engravers became more skilled, 
they even produced books 
independently of typographic  
printers by hand - engraving both 
illustrations and text 


• 18th century type measurement was 
chaotic - each foundry had its own 
sizes and nomenclature
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George Bickham, “A Poem, on the Universal Penman”, c. 1740 Other work by or inspired by George Bickham (and Rococo)
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Other work by or inspired by George Bickham (and Rococo)

• Engraved his self-portrait above verses 
bragging about his writing skills 


• Serifs and thin strokes of letterforms 
reduced to delicate scratch of 
engraver’s finest tool imitated by 
typographic designers


• S and C curves with scrollwork;  
Plant forms derived from nature,  
classical, oriental art, some medieval


• As engravers became more skilled, 
they even produced books 
independently of typographic  
printers by hand - engraving both 
illustrations and text 


• 18th century type measurement was 
chaotic - each foundry had its own 
sizes and nomenclature

BUT not all work was  

this  extravagant.  The control of  
Romain du Roi actually  
helped control page  
layout influenced by Rococo  
(or at least more so than other art disciplines).

Joseph Gerard Barbou, pages from Contes et nouvelles en vers,  
1792, (type by Fournier le Jeune)

HOW DID THE ENLIGHTENMENT 
COINCIDE WITH ROCOCO?

HOW DID THE ENLIGHTENMENT 
COINCIDE WITH ROCOCO?

• “Enlightenment was based in the salons of the 
aristocrats and often funded by them in part,  
even while its writers and philosophers argued 
against indulging the tastes of the rich.“

Napoleon Dynamite Napoleon Dynamite

Napoléon Bonaparte



Napoléon Bonaparte (1769 –1821) was a French statesman and military leader  
who rose to prominence during the French Revolution and led 


several successful campaigns during the French Revolutionary Wars. 

But he was Emperor of the French from 1804 until 1814,  

and again briefly in 1815 (during the Hundred Days).
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• Civil war


• Religious persecution


• Harsh censorship 

• Government control of printing


• King Charles II demanded number of printers reduced 
to 20 “by death or otherwise” 

• For over 2 ½ centuries, had to look elsewhere on the 
continent for typography and design leadership.   
Therefore, many ideas imported from places like 
Holland (the Netherlands).  Until 2 native geniuses…

ENGLAND

• Civil war


• Religious persecution


• Harsh censorship 

• Government control of printing


• King Charles II demanded number of printers reduced 
to 20 “by death or otherwise” 

• For over 2 ½ centuries, had to look elsewhere on the 
continent for typography and design leadership.   
Therefore, many ideas imported from places like 
Holland (the Netherlands).  Until 2 native geniuses…

ENGLAND
• Metal engraver who eventually went into printing at the 

suggestion of a friend


• 1720: immediate success with an Arabic typeface 
for the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge 


• 1722: first size of Caslon Old Style with Italic -  
solidified reputation 

• For next 60 years, virtually all English printing  
used Caslon type, including the English colonies.

WILLIAM CASLON

• Metal engraver who eventually went into printing at the 
suggestion of a friend


• 1720: immediate success with an Arabic typeface 
for the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge 


• 1722: first size of Caslon Old Style with Italic -  
solidified reputation 

• For next 60 years, virtually all English printing  
used Caslon type, including the English colonies.

WILLIAM CASLON

William Caslon, type specimen sheet

• Outstanding legibility


• Sturdy texture


• Comfortable


• High readability

Compared to what was popular on  
the continent (Romain de Roi),  
Caslon Old Style had:


• Increased contrast between thick and thin 
strokes by making the thick heavier


• This gives uneven rhythmic texture  
( = good!), visual interest, and appeal



• Metal engraver who eventually went into printing at the 
suggestion of a friend


• 1720: immediate success with an Arabic typeface 
for the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge 


• 1722: first size of Caslon Old Style with Italic -  
solidified reputation 

• For next 60 years, virtually all English printing  
used Caslon type, including the English colonies.

WILLIAM CASLON
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• Innovator involved in all aspects of bookmaking process 
at his press in Birmingham, England


• Designed, cast and set type 

• Improved the printing process


• Conceived and commissioned new papers


• Designed and published books

JOHN BASKERVILLE

• Also represents zenith of Transitional style bridging gap 
between Old Style and Modern type design

JOHN BASKERVILLE
TYPE DESIGN: BASKERVILLE

• Also represents zenith of Transitional style bridging gap 
between Old Style and Modern type design


• New elegance and lightness 

• Types wider


• Weight contrast between thick and thin increased


• Serifs flow smoothly out of major strokes,  
terminate as refined points


• Italics: show influence of modern handwriting

JOHN BASKERVILLE
TYPE DESIGN: BASKERVILLE

John Baskerville, title page for Vergil’s Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis, 1757

• Purely typographic books • Purely typographic books 

• VS. contemporaries -  
often used intricate, 
engraved title pages and 
illustrations, generous use 
of flowers, ornaments, 
decorated initials, etc.

John Baskerville, title page for Vergil’s Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis, 1757

• Purely typographic books 

• Wide margins


• Liberal use of white space 
between letters (kerning) 
and lines of type (leading)



• Press 

• Ink 

• Paper

JOHN BASKERVILLE
IMPROVEMENTS

• Press: 

• Built his 4 presses in his own workshops


• Focused on perfect alignment between inch thick 
brass platen and smooth press bed


• Packing behind sheet of paper being printed 
unusually hard and smooth


• Achieved even, overall impressions

JOHN BASKERVILLE
IMPROVEMENTS

• Ink: 

• Boiled linseed oil aged for several months after  
black or amber resin added, then mixed with  
fine lampblack


• Resin added sheen to this unusually dense black  
ink that bordered on purple

JOHN BASKERVILLE
IMPROVEMENTS

• Paper: 

• Before: all paper had coarse texture with textural 
patter from process


• After: Baskerville’s new process produced smooth, 
refined paper surface 

• Not the first to come up with this,  
but his was a major step in development


• Plus he guarded his own invention closely

JOHN BASKERVILLE
IMPROVEMENTS

Wove

Laid
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• End of 1700s, an 
unexpected counter to 
the severe typography 

• Illuminated printing  
of visionary poet 
William Blake

WILLIAM BLAKE

William Blake, 'Holy Thursday’  
from Songs of Innocence, 1789 

• Began to publish his 
books of poetry 

• Each page printed as 
monochrome etching,  
then Blake and his wife 
would hand-color each 
page with watercolor

WILLIAM BLAKE

William Blake, Title Page  
from Songs of Innocence, 1789 

• Forefather of  
19th century Romantics 

WILLIAM BLAKE

William Blake, The Tyger, 1794 



• Forefather of  
19th century Romantics 

• This style later seen  
in Expressionism  
and Art Nouveau 

WILLIAM BLAKE

William Blake, The Tyger, 1794 
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*NOTE: 
• This “Modern” does not mean contemporary. 

• (Obviously or we’d be talking about the year 2020.)

*≠ Contemporary

MODERN* Type Families

*NOTE: 
• It’s also not quite the same as “Modern” per European 

history classification: 

• Antiquity


• Medieval


• Modern (after the Renaissance)

*≠ Contemporary

MODERN* Type Families

*NOTE: 
• This is not “Modernist” Style or “Modernism”. 

• We will explore Modernism as a style when we get to  
the late 1900s and its massive popularity in the  
mid-20th century.

*≠ Contemporary

MODERN* Type Families

• Defines new (in 1700s) category of roman type.


• Term first used by Fournier le Jeune in his  
Manuel Typographique to describe design trends in  
1700s Europe.

*≠ Contemporary

MODERN* Type Families

• Defines new category of roman type


• Term first used by Fournier le Jeune in his  
Manuel Typographique to describe design trends in  
1700s Europe.


• Influences (chronologically): 

1. Romain du Roi typeface


2. Baskerville typeface


3. Trend toward narrower, more condensed typefaces


4. Trend toward less ornament on page


5. Trend toward lighter tone and texture on page

*≠ Contemporary

MODERN* Type Families

• Romain du Roi (remember, le Jeune is French)

• Thin, straight serifs


• Engraved pages by artists 
• Letterforms and page layouts of Baskerville


• Making light strokes of his characters thinner to  
increase contrast thick vs thin


• Rejection of ornament

• Generous use of space


• Trend of designing narrower, more condensed letterforms 
• Giving type a more geometric appearance


• Overall preference for lighter typographic tone 
• Also reflecting political feelings against extravagance  

of French monarchy

Design Trends described by Fournier Le Jeune MODERN* Type Families
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• Defines new (in 1700s) category of roman type.


• Term first used by Fournier le Jeune in his  
Manuel Typographique to describe design trends in  
1700s Europe. 

• These design trends show culmination in Bodoni’s  
mature work. 

• (Around 1790) Bodoni redesigned the roman letterforms 
to give them a more mathematical, geometric, and 
mechanical appearance.


• Extreme thick to thin weight, giving the typeface  
a lighter tone.

*≠ Contemporary

MODERN* Type Families

Giambattista Bodoni, Saggio Tipografico, 1771

• Defines new (in 1700s) category of roman type.


• Term first used by Fournier le Jeune in his  
Manuel Typographique to describe design trends in  
1700s Europe. 

• These design trends show culmination in Bodoni’s  
mature work. 

• (Around 1790) Bodoni redesigned the roman letterforms 
to give them a more mathematical, geometric, and 
mechanical appearance.


• Extreme thick to thin weight, giving the typeface  
a lighter tone.

*≠ Contemporary

MODERN* Type Families

Giambattista Bodoni, section-heading page for Virgil’s Opera, 1793

• Defines new (in 1700s) category of roman type.


• Term first used by Fournier le Jeune in his  
Manuel Typographique to describe design trends in  
1700s Europe. 

• These design trends show culmination in Bodoni’s  
mature work. 

• (Around 1790) Bodoni redesigned the roman letterforms 
to give them a more mathematical, geometric, and 
mechanical appearance.


• Extreme thick to thin weight, giving the typeface  
a lighter tone.

*≠ Contemporary

MODERN* Type Families

Giambattista Bodoni, page from Manuale Tipografico, 1818

• Summary of influences to typography:


• Redesigned roman letterforms


• Used hairline serifs that form sharp right angles with 
upright strokes


• Extreme thick and thin weights within letters 

• Mathematical, Geometric, Mechanical


• Using precise, measurable, repeated forms


    Concepts of the emerging Industrial Age

GIAMBATTISTA BODONI 



• Summary of influences to typography:


• Redesigned roman letterforms


• Used hairline serifs that form sharp right angles with 
upright strokes


• Extreme thick and thin weights within letters 

• Mathematical, Geometric, Mechanical 

• Using precise, measurable, repeated forms 

    Concepts of the emerging Industrial Age

GIAMBATTISTA BODONI 

Bodoni typeface, 2020

• Summary of influences to typography:


• Redesigned roman letterforms


• Used hairline serifs that form sharp right angles with 
upright strokes


• Extreme thick and thin weights within letters 

• Mathematical, Geometric, Mechanical


• Using precise, measureable, repeated forms


    Concepts of the emerging Industrial Age 

•Marked the death of handwriting and calligraphy  
as inspiration for type designs

GIAMBATTISTA BODONI 

• Summary of influences to page layout (+ typography):


• Page layouts: “severe purity”


• Functional typography 

• Lightness increased via:


• Large areas of white space


• Generous margins


• Wide letter and line spacing


• Using smaller x-heights


• Longer ascenders and descenders

GIAMBATTISTA BODONI 

Giambattista Bodoni, page from Manuale Tipografico, 1818
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Created by Nikki Arnell, based on https://www.britannica.com/topic/Didot-family#ref173703 Created by Nikki Arnell, based on https://www.britannica.com/topic/Didot-family#ref173703 

• Patriarch of publishing dynasty based in France 

• Began as printer and bookseller in Paris, 1713


• Best known for publishing a 20-volume collection of the 
works of the Abbé Prévost. 

FRANÇOIS DIDOT

DIDOT FAMILY

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Didot-family#ref173703 



Created by Nikki Arnell, based on https://www.britannica.com/topic/Didot-family#ref173703 

• Didot point system of type 


• Standardized type size terminology


• Altered the standard of type design


• Introduced new paper stock

FRANÇOIS-AMBROISE DIDOT

DIDOT FAMILY

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Didot-family#ref173703 

• Didot point system of type  

• Standardized type size terminology 

• Altered the standard of type design 

• Introduced new paper stock

FRANÇOIS-AMBROISE DIDOT

DIDOT FAMILY

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Didot-family#ref173703 

• Didot point system of type: 

• Didot related the body size of the type to the legal 
standard of measurement then in force in France,  
the "pied du roi" or "royal foot." 


• This resulted in an augmentation of Fournier's  
point by a twelfth. 

FRANÇOIS-AMBROISE DIDOT

DIDOT FAMILY

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Didot-family#ref173703 

• Didot point system of type  

• Standardized type size terminology 

• Altered the standard of type design 

• Introduced new paper stock

FRANÇOIS-AMBROISE DIDOT

DIDOT FAMILY

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Didot-family#ref173703 

• Standardized type size terminology 

• Abandoned the use of classical names such as  
“Parisienne” and “Petit Romain” to measure type size


• Instead distinguished types by their size as  
measured in points (12-point or 24-point type)


• As we still do today! (when not measured in pixels) 

FRANÇOIS-AMBROISE DIDOT

DIDOT FAMILY

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Didot-family#ref173703 

• Didot point system of type  

• Standardized type size terminology 

• Altered the standard of type design 

• Introduced new paper stock

FRANÇOIS-AMBROISE DIDOT

DIDOT FAMILY

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Didot-family#ref173703 

• Altered the standard of type design by allowing  
greater contrast between thick and thin letters.


• Maigre (thin) 

• Gras (fat) 

• Condensed and expanded type 

FRANÇOIS-AMBROISE DIDOT

DIDOT FAMILY

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Didot-family#ref173703 

• Didot point system of type  

• Standardized type size terminology 

• Altered the standard of type design 

• Introduced new paper stock

FRANÇOIS-AMBROISE DIDOT

DIDOT FAMILY

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Didot-family#ref173703 



• Introduced new paper stock 


• 1780 –  
introduced a highly finished wove paper 
 
Similar to that  
developed by  
John Baskerville  
in England.

FRANÇOIS-AMBROISE DIDOT

DIDOT FAMILY

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Didot-family#ref173703 
Created by Nikki Arnell, based on https://www.britannica.com/topic/Didot-family#ref173703 

• Took over his father's printing office


• Pierre published acclaimed editions of  
Virgil, Horace, La Fontaine, and Racine.

PIERRE DIDOT

DIDOT FAMILY

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Didot-family#ref173703 

Pierre Didot, pages from Virgil’s Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis, 1798 Created by Nikki Arnell, based on https://www.britannica.com/topic/Didot-family#ref173703 

• Took over his father's type foundry  

• Designed the Didot typeface. 

• Invented stereotypes (plates cast from printing surfaces)  
and was thus able to publish low-priced editions of French, 
Italian, and English books.


• Napoleon appointed him director of the imperial type 
foundry, a position he held until his (Didot’s) death.

FIRMIN DIDOT

DIDOT FAMILY

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Didot-family#ref173703 

• Took over his father's type foundry  

• Designed the Didot typeface. 

• Invented stereotypes (plates cast from printing surfaces)  
and was thus able to publish low-priced editions of French, 
Italian, and English books.


• Napoleon appointed him director of the imperial type 
foundry, a position he held until his (Didot’s) death.

FIRMIN DIDOT

DIDOT FAMILY

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Didot-family#ref173703 

• Took over his father's type foundry  

• Designed the Didot typeface. 

• Invented stereotypes (plates cast from printing surfaces)  
and was thus able to publish low-priced editions of French, 
Italian, and English books.


• Napoleon appointed him director of the imperial type 
foundry, a position he held until his (Didot’s) death.

FIRMIN DIDOT

DIDOT FAMILY

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Didot-family#ref173703 



Created by Nikki Arnell, based on https://www.britannica.com/topic/Didot-family#ref173703 Created by Nikki Arnell, based on https://www.britannica.com/topic/Didot-family#ref173703 Created by Nikki Arnell, based on https://www.britannica.com/topic/Didot-family#ref173703 
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• Developed and first used in 1637 
Age of Enlightenment 

• Frenchman Rene Descartes (1596-1650)


• Foundation in analytic geometry


• Used algebra to solve geometry problems

INFORMATION GRAPHICS

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Didot-family#ref173703 

William Playfair, diagram from Commercial and Political Atlas, 1786

• William Playfair 
(1759-1823),  
Scottish author, scientist


• Converted statistical data 
into symbolic graphs
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• Ultimately, the Enlightenment fell victim to competing 
ideas from several sources. 


• Romanticism was more appealing to less-educated 
common folk and pulled them away from the empirical, 
scientific ideas of earlier Enlightenment philosophers. 


• Similarly, the theories of Skepticism came into direct 
conflict with the reason-based assertions of the 
Enlightenment and gained a following of their own…

CAUSES

END OF THE ENLIGHTENMENT

http://www.sparknotes.com/history/european/enlightenment/summary.html

• What ultimately and abruptly killed the Enlightenment, 
however, was the French Revolution. 


• Begun with the best intentions by French citizens inspired 
by Enlightenment thought, the revolution attempted to 
implement orderly representative assemblies but quickly 
degraded into chaos and violence. 


• Many people cited the Enlightenment-induced breakdown  
of norms as the root cause of the instability and saw the 
violence as proof that the masses could not be trusted to 
govern themselves. 


• Nonetheless, the discoveries and theories of the 
Enlightenment philosophers continued to influence 
Western society for centuries.

CAUSES

END OF THE ENLIGHTENMENT

http://www.sparknotes.com/history/european/enlightenment/summary.html

• Printing had been a handicraft.  
Even though this handicraft* had involved the layout  
of metal type and related material with illustrations  
printed from handmade blocks. 


                          *Still not labeled “graphic design”  

• The 18th century closed with stormy political 
revolutions in France and the American colonies. 
England was the nucleus for the gathering forces of the 
vast upheavals of the Industrial Revolution…” 

EFFECTS

END OF THE ENLIGHTENMENT

http://www.sparknotes.com/history/european/enlightenment/summary.html

• THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION BEGAN >> 
The sweeping changes ushered in by the conversion of 
the agrarian, rural society with handicraft manufacture 
to the industrial society of machine manufacture shook 
Western civilization to its foundations. 


• All aspects of the human experience, including its  
visual communication, were transformed by profound  
and irrevocable changes.

EFFECTS

END OF THE ENLIGHTENMENT

http://www.sparknotes.com/history/european/enlightenment/summary.html


